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Abstract 

Background: The world has been experiencing an increase of stroke among young adults. 

Occurrence of stroke in young adults dramatically affects the quality of life of the individuals. 

Objectives: To investigate the quality of life amongst young adults who experienced a stroke 

living in Kenya. 

Methods: A cross-sectional study was carried out on a conveniently selected sample of 161 

young adults with stroke drawn from three tertiary hospitals in Kenya. The Short-Form 36-

item second version (SF-36v2) was used to collect the data. Descriptive and association 

statistical analysis using Mann-Whitney U, and Kruskal Wallis tests were calculated on the data 

using SPSS. 

Results: In relation to a total score of 100, when expressed as a percentage the mean quality of 

life scores, ranged from 30% to 48% for each of the SF-36v2 domains. The results showed 

that males scored higher than females in all the domains except in physical functioning and 

that the scores decline with advance in age in most domains. 

Conclusion: The quality of life scores for this group were low meaning that that they were 

experiencing more challenges with physical functioning, psychological and emotional 

functioning and fulfilling previous roles. 

 

Introduction 

The developed world has been experiencing an increasing incidence of stroke among 

young adults1. With regards to sub-Saharan African countries the mean age of stroke is also 

known to be much lower at < 60 years2 when compared to developed countries where 

the mean age varies between 70 to 75 years3. Stroke in young adults is a concern as 

younger people are still part of the economically active part of the population and the 

impact of stroke is therefore greater on these individuals and their families4. 

 

The majority of stroke patients report a decline in health-related quality of life post-

stroke5, 6. The domains of an individual’s life that is encompassed in quality of life 

includes, limitations in physical activities, problems with work or other daily activities, 

limitations resulting from pain; energy and tiredness; the effect of physical and emotional 

health on normal social activities; happiness, nervousness and depression, and 
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personal opinion of one’s health compared with that of  one’s peers as well as the 

expectation of changes in health7. 

 

The occurrence of stroke dramatically affects the lifestyles of the individuals in the various 

life domains mentioned above. Post stroke more than 50% of the individuals often required 

assistance with at least one activity of daily living8, 9. Other activities that patients with 

stroke are often not able to perform include washing clothes, shopping and house work10, 11 

as well as travelling by public transport11. Domains that persons with stroke are often not 

able to participate in include leisure activities, employment and education12. 

 

Stroke in young adults has also been shown to take its toll on employment, where a large 

reduction of employment has been found to be associated with unfavourable functional 

state, fatigue, cognitive deficiencies, social impairments and depression13. The impact of 

stroke on the individual is therefore multidimensional. It affects them physically, 

psychologically, socially, mentally and economically, thereby affecting their quality of life. This 

sometimes leads to a serious sequel of events in their lives, and also the lives of family and 

community members14. A number of studies have been conducted in sub- Saharan African 

countries that have looked at the quality of life of people using different populations or 

groups15, 16. No published literature is however available about the quality of life of 

young stroke patients living in a sub-Saharan African country. This information is important 

as a younger group of the population experiences a stroke in this region and services 

should be implemented which could decrease the impact of the stroke on the quality of 

life specifically related to young patients with stroke. This study therefore aimed to investigate 

the quality of life of young stroke adults in Kenya. 

 

Methods 

Study design and Sampling 

A descriptive, cross sectional design was used in the study. All participants who met the 

inclusion criteria, namely stroke patients between 15-49 years attending the out-patient 

clinics at the Kenyatta National Hospital (KNH), Coast Provincial General Hospital 

(CPGH) and Moi Teaching and Referral Hospital (MTRH) were conveniently recruited and 

included in the study. As the type of stroke was not documented patients with all 

types of stroke were included in the study. A younger stroke population was included in the 

study as the mean age of stroke (< 60 years) found in sub-Saharan African countries is known 

to be much lower than what is documented elsewhere in the world17. Patients were only 

included if they were identified by perusing their files/folders at the time they were attending 

the outpatient clinics. A total of 161 patients were recruited between the months of 

December 2007 and May 2008. 
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Instrumentation 

The Short-Form 36 (SF-36v2) questionnaire was used to determine quality of life. The 

Short-Form 36-item (SF-36v2) is a generic health questionnaire which has been validated 

as a sound tool for the assessment of health status of adult patients in clinical trials18. It is 

composed of thirty five (35) items that are grouped into eight (8) multi-item health domains 

of quality of life19, 20. These 8 domains are: Physical functioning (PF) – limitations in 

physical activities because of health problems, Role physical (RP) – limitations in the usual 

role activities because of health problems, Bodily pain (BP), General health (GH), Vitality 

(VT) – energy and fatigue, Social functioning (SF) – limitations in social activities because 

of physical and emotional problems, Role emotional (RE) – limitations in usual role 

because of emotional problems and Mental health (MH). 

 

Subscales scores range from 0 to 100, with higher values representing better 

function/health status. All scores were entered into an electronic database which 

automatically scored each domain and produced summary component scores which are 

expressed as a percentage. This method is more accurate as it automatically corrects items 

missed or ambiguously marked 21. 

 

Data analysis 

The statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 15.0 software and Microsoft Excel 

was used for capturing the data. Data was analyzed by: computing means and standard 

deviations for each quality of life (QOL) domain tested and the two summary component 

scores. The Mann-Whitney U, test and the Kruskal-Wallis test were used to compute 

associations between socio-demographic variables and the QOL domain scores. 

 

Ethical Considerations 

Ethical approval was granted from the Kenyan Research Ethics Committee and the Senate 

Research Grants and Study Leave Committee at the University of the Western Cape. The 

participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time. They 

were also ensured of confidentiality and anonymity. Participation in the study was obtained 

through written informed consent and was voluntary. 

 

Results 

Socio-demographic characteristics of the population 

The study sample consisted of a total of 161 participants. The majority (68.9%) of the 

patients were in the age category of 40-49 years. The majority (55.9%) of the participants 

were female, while only 13% had a tertiary level education and a total of 54% were 

unemployed. A total of 72% of the population were in the chronic stages of stroke. The 

current socio-demographic characteristics of the participants are presented in table 1. 
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Mean Quality of life scores 

The mean scores of the participants for each of the quality of life domains are presented in 

figure 1. The figure illustrates the average score according to the eight domains of the SF-

36v2, expressed as a percentage out of a total of 100. The mean quality of life scores for 

each domain ranged between 29% and 48% as shown in Figure 1. The participants scored 

the highest percentage in the vitality domain (47.5%) and the lowest percentage in the 

physical functioning domain (29.9%). 

 
 

Associations between the quality of life domain scores and demographic 

characteristics of the participants Tests of association between the socio-demographic 

variables and the QOL domain score were carried out and revealed the results shown in 

table 1. 

 

The results showed that the males scored higher than females in all the domains except in 

physical functioning and that the scores declined with advancement of age in all the 

QOL domains except in vitality, social functioning and mental health. In relation to 

occupation the participants had the highest scores for five of the 8 domains. The domains 

included were: physical functioning, which assesses limitations in physical activities such as 

walking and climbing stairs; role physical and role emotional which measure problems with 

work or other daily activities as a result of physical health or emotional problems; bodily pain 

which assesses limitations resulting from pain; vitality which measures energy and tiredness; 

social functioning which examines the effect of physical and emotional health on 

normal social activities; mental health which assesses happiness, nervousness and 

depression, and general health which evaluates the personal opinion of one’s health 

compared with that of one’s peers as well as the expectation of changes in health. Likewise 

those who had college and university education reported better scores than those with a lower 

level of education. 
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Those who had a stroke for 11 + months had the highest score in the vitality domain when 

compared with the other domains. They also had the highest score in the vitality 

domain when compared with participants who had a stroke for less than 11 months. The 

results also revealed that age was significantly associated with physical functioning 

(p=0.000), bodily pain (p=0.044) and general health (p=0.004). This meant that the scores 

for the above mentioned domains were lower in the older participants. Occupation 

(work) was significantly associated with physical functioning (p=0.045), bodily pain 

(p=0.000), general health (p=0.004), and social functioning (p=0.037). This meant that 

the participants who were employed had higher quality of life scores in the afore-mentioned 

domains when compared with those who were unemployed. The level of education 

was only significantly associated with general health (p=0.003). Participants with a higher 

level of education enjoyed a higher general health than those with lower educational 

levels. Other variables that were significantly associated are marital status with physical 

functioning (p=0.029), bodily pain (p=0.030), and duration of stroke with physical 

functioning (p=0.000), bodily pain (p=0.011), vitality (p=0.040) and mental health 

(p=0.026). 
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Discussion 

Sample 

The mean age of stroke increases with age 22, with the mean age being > 65 years. Studies 

that have investigated a younger stroke population have included patients who are 

between 45-55 years of age13, 23. Although the majority of the participants in the current 

study were in the age group 45-49 years they will still be considered as young stroke patients 

who have specific needs related to quality of life13. Although the study only included a group 
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of stroke patients who are in a specific age group, the group was heterogeneous as it could 

include patients with different types of stroke who were at different stages since stroke onset. 

 

Quality of life 

The SF-36 domain scores found in the current study population was lower than was previously 

recorded in stroke populations13, 24. One of these studies was a study conducted by Naess 

et al (2003) in Norway which included a Norwegian population of stroke patients of the 

same age group. The differences in the results between the Norwegian sample and the 

Kenyan sample could be linked to the differences in the socio-economic statuses of the two 

groups. A total of 58% of Norwegian study population were employed while only 18% of the 

participants in the current study were employed. In addition Norway is also a more 

developed country with more resources in relation to services for people with 

disabilities. It is important to note that an individuals’ expression of their own health status 

which is comparative to quality of life are functions of socio- economic statuses and health 

services25. In addition cultural differences between the two groups could also have played a 

role in the results. People from different cultures could afford more priority to factors 

such as occupation, and finances26. As was reported in others studies13, 27, a number of 

socio- economic factors were significantly associated with different domains of quality of 

life. 

 

The participants in the present study reported the most limitations in the physical 

functioning domain with a percentage score of 29.9%, with the least affected domain 

being vitality (47.5%). The low scores in physical functioning domain indicated that the 

participants in the current study experienced limitations in performing activities such as 

vigorous activities, climbing stairs, walking various distances or engaging in activities 

which require bending, stooping or lifting and carrying objects . Limitations in the above 

mentioned activities are common in patients with stroke10 and have been found to be 

associated with lower quality of life6. 

 

Low scores in the mental and psychological domains could be as a result of the stroke itself. 

Psychological symptoms such as depression and anxiety have been highlighted as 

post stroke complications28. In addition depression could also result from the inability of 

the participants to fulfill the roles they previously held29. Being young adults, their position 

and roles they play in the society give them many responsibilities: for men, the economic 

responsibility as heads of their families and as mothers, home keepers. These 

demands have subjected them to frustration23. In addition expectation for health in 

younger stroke patients is higher than the older patients hence making them less able to 

cope psychologically with the stroke outcome30. Another psychological factor that could 

have contributed to the low scores could be linked to depression. Post stroke depression 

has been reported as common in young adults and is associated with severe disability, bad 
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general outcome and absence of return to work31. The fact that vitality was the highest 

scored domain in the current study sample could be that although the participants 

experienced limitations in physical and psychological domains this had not experienced 

excessive feelings of fatigue stroke31. The domain of physical functioning that was the 

lowest scored domain in the current study was significantly associated with age, work, and 

marital status and date since stroke onset. 

 

Limitations of the study 

As the study sample only included young stroke patients the results cannot be generalized 

to all stroke patients in Kenya. The study did not include a sample of the general population 

in Kenya in order to compare the results. Future studies should include data relating to the 

severity of stroke and disability as these factors could affect the quality of life of the 

individuals. 

 

Conclusion 

The quality of life scores for this group were low compared to other studies conducted 

Africa and Europe. This means that they were experiencing more challenges with physical 

functioning, psychological and emotional functioning and fulfilling previous roles. The 

results of the study also demonstrated that  the  socio-demographic  variables:  age, 

occupation, levels of education, marital status and the duration of stroke were significantly 

associated with various quality of life domains. 

 

Recommendation 

Rehabilitation interventions provided to younger stroke patients should be comprehensive 

and include addressing all the areas in which the patients are challenged. 
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